QUINTET TROUNCES WESLEYAN IN FAST GAME TO WIN 28-20

ENGINEER OUTFIT UNCOVERS STRONG OFFENSIVE TO WIN

Hinck and Allen Bury Visitors’ Basket Under Arduous Conditions of Last Night

SECOND TEAM FINISHES

After trailing the entire first half on the short end of the score the Cornell and Yale athletic teams met in Chicago Stadium in a match that completely bothered the ignoble friends of the Big Red. On the other hand, the Red Students have to and the end of the contest, the final score stood at 29-20 in favor of the young men of East Hanover Street. This marked the final victory for the last night with a score of 29-20 which was made possible through the efforts of the young men of the Red Students.

STEINHARDT REAPED BEREAVEMENT

The Steinhardt-Ball team was defeated by a score of 29-20 at the last night with the ball in the hands of the visiting team. This was the final victory for the last night with a score of 29-20 which was made possible through the efforts of the young men of East Hanover Street.

MAKE NOMINATION FOR ALUMNUS HEAD

Biology Head Nominated For Presidency—Equivalency To Election

Dr. Samuel Cate Prescott, ‘94, Head of the Department of Physics at Tech, was nominated for the presidency of the University. This was the first time in the history of the University that a candidate for the presidency was nominated by the faculty. The nomination was made by the Council of the University.

WESLEYAN IN

FOR ALUMNI HEAD

Alumni Leaders Declare “West Is East! Best Tech Show Ever!”

Wesleyan College saved the National’s Club Orchestra one of the most enviable spots in the program for its famous program. The orchestra was to play at the Junior Prom.

Show Management Is Deluged With Congratulations

Alumni Leaders Declare “West Is East! Best Tech Show Ever!”

As an afterthought of the recent ‘70s which Tech Show 1937, “West Is East,” is considered the best program that has ever been seen in the history of the University.

TECHNICAL CAMPAIGN PROVES SUCCESSFUL

More Yearbooks Sold Than Last Year—Extended Sales

Closing their popular annual campaign last Thursday, Tech officials have sold more than 1000 copies of their highly desired yearbook. This is a remarkable feat considering the opposition of the previous volume.

Cambridge: The American Physical Society

Cambridge and New York: The American Physical Society is to be held at 8:00 p.m. (continued on Page 4)

RESEARCH ROMANCE IS ALDRED SUBJECT

E. B. Craft of Bell Telephone Laboratories To Speak

“Research and Science in Original Research” is to be presented by E. B. Craft of the Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Lecturer Speaks Of The Replacement Of Manual Labor By The “Iron Man”

Professor Spofford Relates Development of Civil Engineering

Capacity audiences heard the address of Professor Charles M. Spofford, ‘92, of the Department of Civil Engineering, as he gave a fascinating account of the history of the development of the replacement of manual labor by the “Iron Man.”

ARCHITECTS ARRANGE WEIRD COSTUME BALL

An Oriental costume dance will be given by the Architectural Society on Thursday night at the Tech Club, to which all students are invited. The dance will begin at 9:00 p.m. and will continue until midnight. The guests will be entertained with a variety of dishes, including Chinese and Japanese foods.
people who live in glass houses

in last saturday's issue of the boston herald we read the following account. "the students' midnight smoker at the university theatre was the occasion of much excitement and hardship among the students, variously charged with drunkenness, assault and battery, and other minor charges. some students were injured from either officers' clubs or mutual assaults. these injuries, too, will go also to the hospital. the occasion, happening early after midnight, proved worse than any of the old-time bloody monstrosities."
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THE MOVIES

rivers to cross, by roland per-kins, jr.

the title of "these engineers" which we have reprinted in the following paragraphs. which the "usual embarrassing安装 service"
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THE TECH BOOK LIST

rivers to cross, by roland per-kins, jr.

melodrama and power, but it is certainly much work of a grade to take these plots and to write the kind of story they have, in the case of small western towns, by which the most commonplace people, such as the real townsfolk, are led to the whole world with life.

f. r. a.

THE TECH

narrator for two—"

the Lounger notes with much interest the wild reputation of the average college girl. she is said to be of the new school, which includes the idea that she will not have to be in any case. the cry of the pack, the mob spirit, the use of ite If you have opinions, express them! the rule of international intrigue that centered
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THE OPEN FORUM

the following letter has come to me from a classmate of mine, because the question of whether or not a man who does not remember his birthplace is the same as he would have been had he not remembered, has been in the past few months, one of the most painful and important questions over" and get his help, and finally, chuckling to yourself, you are left with the impression that your enemy is a better man than you are, and that you are not worthy of love and respect.

p. l. m.

TAR, a mid-west childhood by shes hardy andrews, new york: boni & liverpool, $1.50.

tar should take a place high in the ranks of fiction dealing with that most topical of psychoanalytical problems—adolescence. the central figure of the book is a boy, tar, who has just come of age, and who, after the death of his father, is left to live with his grandmother in a small town.

in charge of this number.

HAROLD PROGRESS

if it is with some satisfaction that we observe the fifteenth anniversary of the Yale Daily News. While publicity points out the fact that the Yale daily is the oldest college newspaper in the United States, we are chiefly concerned with the progress made by our undergraduate journalism during this period. for the paper has not only an active existence and celebrates its fourteenth anniversary with the jubilant note of the "yale daily news."

While the college daily has enjoyed a state of daintiness, many journals have been observed in the management of the graduate journals. as well as a complete transition in matters which are relative to our present condition. From the time of the move to the present, we have attempted to break away from faculty supervision, a something that accomplished the individual, with the possibility of making independent newspapers. for, as a matter of fact, independent newspapers are not possible. the student can be made to feel as intimately as though tar were our own, his own impressions and memories of the experience.
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FRED PARKER ENERY

a quality haircut at stone's
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there are probably few men now at Technology outside of the instructing and who knew derry. there was com- not one who studied under him when he was an instructor at dartmouth and harvard. at the last known place of his residence, his death must have been the cause of some surprise. this was our profession in the recent Harvard under-graduates who have been feeding their minds and starving their bodies so that their experimental work was able to be done."
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WALKER MEMORIAL DINING SERVICE
GRILL AND CAFE
BARQUETTE WORK A SPECIALTY

KEN SMITH BREAKS RECORD IN THOUSAND FIVE WINS UPHILL BATTLE FROM WESLEYAN

Kirwin First in Mile and Fay Leads in 600

Running one of the best races of his career, Ken Smith established an American indoor record in the mile race at the New Haven Athletic Club handicap meet, finishing in 3 minutes, 58.4 seconds. Of a second off his record of 3:59.4, set at the West End track last February, the 3 feet 5 inches.

In the mile event, Kirwin starting near the inside rail, had to avoid a fall on the last lap. He avoided the fall, still was outdistanced, but in in the last 10 yards he opened up a large lead and held himself finishing about 15 yards in the face.

Kirwin's time of 3 minutes, 58.4 seconds is the second-fastest mile of the year and broke the previous indoor record of 3 minutes, 59.2 seconds, set by Art Green of New York City in 1926.

WESLEYAN QUINTET LOSES FAST GAME IN FINAL PERIOD

Early Lead Fails To Balance Last Minute Rally of Engineers

HINCK STAR OF GAME

(Continued from Page 3)

Like a sea breeze from morning till night.

Sweet and cool,

Like a game of every kind.

Like a game of every kind.

No more haunting, taunting hot-pipe Blues!

"The hot-pipe blues" is now a back-number, a dirge of days gone by. Pipes no longer mean, "What'll I do?" They've changed their tune to "Sunset and cool," and "This is my lucky day!"

So, if your pipe still gets red-hot, it's ten to one you're still smoking tobacco that's cut too fine. Finely cut tobacco burns fast and naturally smokes hot. Pipe tobacco should be cut in large flakes... slow-burning... cool-smoking.

Try this on your pipe: First ream it clean, then fill it full of Granger Rough Cut. It's the latest pipe-hit, a perfect classic, never gets hot. Notice how the white-hot rag flakes burn... how cool it smokes. Like a sea breeze from morning till night.

Granger ends all your pipe discord. For it's neither sharp nor flat—but smooth and "mellowedious." Just keep your old pipe packed with Granger and life'll be one long sweet song!
FRESHMAN SMOKER WILL BE HELD IN MAIN DINNER HALL

Technology Glee Club Will Enter Competition For College Cup Feb.24

Fraternity Bowling Schedule for Week

FEBRUARY 13, 1927
Phi Kappa Sigma vs Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Phi Kappa Epsilon vs Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Phi Delta Kappa vs Phi Kappa Epsilon
FEBRUARY 15, 1927
Phi Nu Delta vs Kappa Sigma
Phi Gamma Delta vs Phi Kappa Sigma
FEBRUARY 17, 1927
Chi Phi vs Tau Delta Xi
Theta Xi vs Delta Tau Delta
FEBRUARY 18, 1927
 Theta Delta Chi vs Delta Kappa Epsilon

PRESIDENT NOMINATED FOR ALUMNI LEADER

(Continued from Page 1)

Thaddeus, was nominated for vice-

president of the association.

Nine graduates of the institute were nominated for three vacancies annually occurring on the corporation of the Institute. They are: William S. Stimson, New York, first (w. E. Burton), second; Charles E. Shepard, New York, second (D. E. Burton), third; Elmer M. Bum, Boston, third.

YALE TEAM BEATS INSTITUTE MATTEM

(Continued from Page 3)

orders not to wrestle, and none of the entries was heavy enough to play the role of David with whichever Glee Club the Yale team might have to store for the scheduled bout.

The summary:
110-Yr. -- Benson, Y. defeated Colles, T. 3-0 in 4 rounds.
40-Yr. -- Deyo, Y. defeated Colles, T. 3-2 in 7 rounds.
220-Yr. -- Davis, Y. defeated Colles, T. 3-0 in 5 rounds.

HAY TO CAMEL

(Meeting a mate in the United states)

You are an experienced smoker and you know your brand!

You're an experienced smoker.

You know good tobaccos. You know taste and fragrance.

And you insist on the best---Camels. Only principals for representative tobaccos grown are good enough for you—the experienced smoker. Whatever do you are going to do, if you know it.

If Camels weren't the best, they wouldn't be far and away the first. If Camels weren't quality supreme, they would not be the overwhelming preference of smokers who have tried every brand.

Your taste tells you the tobacco difference. Your advice to others is --- "Have a Camel!"

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.